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SHY's "ZIPscreen FLAT" Receives the Good Design Award 2020
SHY is pleased to announce that its "ZIPscreen FLAT" has won the
Good Design Award 2020 (sponsored by the Japan Institute of
Design Promotion). This will be the second consecutive year that our
product has received this award.

◇Award-winning product: Roller Blind Screen [ZIPscreen FLAT]

◇ Product Outline: Motorized roller blind screen with specialized
fasteners on both sides will enable to have no gaps. This enables the sides
to completely block out light. Also it can block heat, insects, wind, dust,
air, and sound. The entire unit can be stored in the box, so it can be
installed flat against the ceiling. The entire unit can be stored in the box
so that it is flat against the ceiling, and the guide rail can be finished flat
against the wall or pillar. The clean design can be used for all kinds of
spatial purposes.

◇Designer's comment: Now that we spend more and more time at
home, we have developed a roller screen blinds

that is not only for the

purpose of awning, but also for people to spend their time at home
comfortably. It can also be used as a large projection screen, and since it
can com shut out light completely, it can also protect your privacy
without letting light leak outside. In addition, since the entire unit can
be stored in the BOX, it is flat and does not obstruct the view when not
in use. It is a fusion of design and safety made for children to the elderly,
as well as reducing the risk of falling in the event of an earthquakes and
other disasters.

◇Judge's Comment: The evaluation was based on the fact that this
motorized roll screen has special fasteners on both sides of the roll screen
and can completely block out light without any gaps on the sides, as well
as blocking out heat, insects, wind, dust, air, and sound. In hotels and
bedrooms, complete light shielding is often desired, but it is difficult to
achieve complete light shielding with a clean roll screen, and light
inevitably leaks from both sides and underneath. The use of sharp, solid,
and noiseless guide rails to solve these problems is another point that I
appreciated.
This is the 2nd year in a row to receive the Good Design Award, and the 6th time it has received the award in total.
【FY2020】ZIPscreen FLAT 【FY2019】ZIPscreen 【FY2019】ZIP Roll
【FY2015】Box Roll 【FY2014】ZIPRail Screen 【FY2012】Serena Cellular Shade

